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In this directory the SINEX files of the CODE contr ibutions to the IERS 
Working Group “Combination at Observation Level” (W G-COL) are located. At 
the moment, two types of contributions are availabl e: 
 
1) Daily GNSS solutions (combined GPS+GLONASS analy sis) 
   21 SINEX files: 
 
   cod08DDDpd01.n1.Z (with DDD = 223,224,...,243) 
 
 
2) Weekly SLR solutions (using Lageos-1/-2 data) 
   3 SINEX files (version 3): 
 
   cod08223lw01.n3.Z (week 1492, DoY 223-229) 
   cod08230lw01.n3.Z (week 1493, DoY 230-236) 
   cod08237lw01.n3.Z (week 1494, DoY 237-243) 
  
   The earlier submission (version *.n2.Z) was with out adoption of the 
unified models within WG COL (agreement on WG COL m eeting in Munich, 
December 2010). Please use the files labeled with “ n3” for your analysis in 
order to be consistent with the other submissions. 
 
 
General remarks: 
---------------- 
The analysis summary file is located in this direct ory, too: 
   COL_analysis_summary_AIUB.xls 
It contains a detailed description of the GNSS and SLR analysis. 
The solutions follow the agreement concerning the a  priori models taken at 
the WG COL meeting in Munich in December 2010. 
 
The files are labeled “COD” (instead of “AIU”) beca use the solutions result 
from the GNSS and SLR processing performed in the f ramework of the CODE 
activities at AIUB. 
 
The Bernese GPS Software was used for the processin g. Please refer to Dach 
et al. (2007). An extended version - as it is runni ng at AIUB for the IGS 
processing - was used for the GNSS analysis, and th e SLR development 
version was used for the SLR analysis. 
 
The SINEX files contain the unconstrained normal eq uation system (normal 
equation matrix and normal equation vector) includi ng the a priori values 
and corresponding statistical information. Addition ally, a solution vector 
is provided. 
 
Weekly SLR solution: 
-------------------- 
- Lageos-1/-2 data are included 
- Derived from an SLR processing at AIUB together w ith BKG 
- Following the specifications of the ILRS Analysis  Working Group (AWG)  
- Bernese GPS Software, SLR development version (se e Thaller et al., 2009) 
- Weekly SINEX files 
 
Parameters included: 
- Station coordinates 
- Polar motion parameterized as offset+drift (24-ho ur resolution) 
- UT1-UTC, LOD (24-hour resolution) 
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- Geocenter coordinates 
- Range biases for some stations (according to the specifications by the 
ILRS AWG); as one common range bias for both LAGEOS  satellites 
 
 
 
Daily GNSS solution: 
-------------------- 
- Combined GPS+GLONASS analysis 
- Derived from a GLONASS reprocessing at CODE (see Dach et al., 2010) 
- Bernese GPS Software, version 5.1 (as it is runni ng at AIUB) 
- Daily SINEX files 
 
Parameters included: 
- Station coordinates 
- Polar motion (24-hour resolution) 
- UT1-UTC (24-hour resolution) 
- Nutation (24-hour resolution) 
- Troposphere zenith delays (2-hour resolution) 
- Troposphere gradients (24-hour resolution) 
 
Please note that the EOPs are parameterized as 24-h our piece-wise linear 
polygon, i.e., the daily SINEX files contain two “o ffsets” (at 00:00 UTC 
and 24:00 UTC) instead of offset and drift paramete rs. Therefore, LOD is 
implicitly contained in the polygon for UT1-UTC, po lar motion rates are 
implicitly contained in the pole coordinates, and n utation rates are 
implicitly contained in the nutation angles. 
 
Compared to CODE’s processing for the IGS (see CODE , 2010), the 
contribution to the WG-COL differs regarding the fo llowing issues: 
- Daily orbital arcs (instead of 3-day arcs) 
- Daily SINEX (instead of weekly) 
- Normal equations contained in SINEX (instead of c o-variances) 
- Troposphere parameters included in SINEX 
- Satellite antenna offsets not included in SINEX 
- Nutation included in SINEX 
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